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SKYBOX VULNERABILITY CONTROL
Risk-Based Vulnerability Management

Skybox® Vulnerability Control supports a systematic approach to vulnerability management unlike any other vendor. Our solution is rooted in
simplifying vulnerability management, using context to analyze, prioritize and remediate your riskiest vulnerabilities quickly.
•

Centralize and enhance vulnerability management processes from
discovery to prioritization and remediation

•

Harness the power of your data — from vulnerabilities and asset
data, to your network topology and security controls

•

Use network modeling and attack simulation to find
exposed vulnerabilities

•

Contextualize vulnerability data with up–to–date intelligence of the
current threat landscape

•

Know your best available remediation options, including patching,
IPS signatures and network–based changes

New vulnerabilities are surfacing on your network daily, and the threat
landscape is in a constant state of change. You need to be sure that
your resources are focused on responding to the riskiest vulnerabilities
before attackers find them.

“We can drive operations to mitigate
only the most critical vulnerabilities
— the ones that require immediate
attention. It’s vitally important that
the agency be able to view risk from
an operational and business perspective, and we needed to know if low or
medium vulnerabilities were actually
creating more risk than the agency had
intended to accept.”
— Program manager,
USAID ISSO team

Skybox Security

RISK SCORES
Risk scoring provides a straightforward way to understand current risk
levels and measure risk reduction
efforts over time.
Skybox risk scores are fully customizable so you can ensure they reflect
risk in your unique organization.
Risk scores can be applied to vulnerabilities, assets and asset groups so
you can view risk from the perspective that makes the most sense to
you and your team.

Vulnerability Control gives visibility to your network infrastructure and assets,
adding intelligence of current threat landscape to help pinpoint exposed
vulnerabilities with active exploits in the wild. Skybox puts intelligence at your
fingertips: automated data collection, modeling, simulation and analysis help
you make the best proactive response — in a fraction of the time of manual
approaches.

RISK-BASED VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT
Vulnerability Control is at the heart of Skybox’s unique approach to risk-based
vulnerability management.
It starts with fresh vulnerability data. Skybox uses a wide range of sources,
including asset and patch management systems and network devices, to
assess vulnerabilities without requiring a scan. We can also collect, centralize
and merge data from multiple scanners to give you the most accurate vulnerability assessments on demand — for on–premises, multi–cloud and operational
technology (OT) networks.
We add context to vulnerability data via our threat intelligence feed, delivering
information from the Skybox® Research Lab on vulnerability details, threat intelligence and remediation options. Data is further contextualized by correlating
it to a model of your hybrid network topology, security controls and assets.
With this model and our attack simulation capabilities, Skybox identifies vulnerable assets exposed to threat origins anywhere in your network. Our remediation guidance enables you to focus on these exposed vulnerabilities as well
as those actively exploited in the wild. And because of our network insight,
remediation options aren’t limited to just patching; Skybox informs you of IPS
signatures and helps plan network–based changes that cut off vulnerable assets
from attack paths.

FIG 1: Vulnerability risk score detail

EXPOSURE ANALYSIS AND THREAT
INTELLIGENCE

The most critical step of vulnerability
analysis is determining its exposure
in your network, as shown in the
graphical representation here. By
understanding exposure, resources
can be devoted to vulnerabilities
accessible to threats or identify
mitigation options to cut off attack
paths.

Azure Production

•

Identifies exposed vulnerabilities using the network model and multi–step
attack simulations

•

Highlights vulnerabilities with exploits available, active exploits or
packaged in distributed crimeware such as ransomware, exploit
kits, etc.

•

Cross references exposed and exploitable vulnerabilities to focus action
on the most critical risks

•

Assigns critical risk scores to exposed and exploited vulnerabilities and
the assets and groups that host them
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FIG 2: Representation of Skybox attack
simulation and vulnerability
prioritization.

INTELLIGENT REMEDIATION AND FAST
THREAT RESPONSE
•

Informs you of available patches and prioritizes patches based on their
effectiveness of risk reduction

•

Mitigates vulnerability risk by alerting you to IPS signatures and helping to
plan configuration and ACL changes

•

Recommends the best remediation actions to eliminate imminent threats
in hours, instead of days

•

Optimizes gradual risk reduction to systematically ensure potential threats
don’t escalate

FIG 3: Overview dashboard of
Vulnerability Control, highlighting
exposed and exploited vulnerabilities.

QUANTIFIABLE RISK REDUCTION
•

Measures remediation effectiveness with customized risk metrics

•

Assigns risk scores to vulnerabilities, assets and groups that can be tracked
over time

•

Provides fully customizable reporting — use any data or widget and export as
CSV, PDF or HTML
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Skybox provides the industry’s broadest cybersecurity management platform
At Skybox Security, we provide you with cybersecurity management solutions
to help your organization innovate rapidly and with confidence. We get to the
root of cybersecurity issues, giving you better visibility, context and automation across a variety of use cases. By integrating data, delivering new insights
and unifying processes, you’re able to control security without restricting
operational agility. Skybox’s comprehensive solution unites different security
perspectives into the big picture, minimizes risk and empowers security
programs to move to the next level. With obstacles and complexities removed,
you can stay informed, work smarter and drive your organization
forward, faster.

